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techniques and assumptions at play in previous works, give
researchers guidance for future directions, and ultimately
promote a freer and more open Internet today and in the
future.
The Internet is a tool that impacts the lives of hundreds
of millions of people around the world. It allows the fluid
exchange of information and ideas from disparate corners
of the world linking individuals together economically, socially and politically. The ease with which information can
be disseminated through the Internet has been a boon to
successfully creating social change to benefit residents of
oppressive regimes. Recent history shows that the events
of the Arab Spring were in part spurred by the ability of
revolutionaries to organize and mobilize the population at
large through the use of social networking tools such as
Facebook and Twitter. Additionally, news of events being
leaked from within—again through the Internet—engaged
the rest of the world, bringing attention to the unfolding
events, and applying pressure on the ruling elite.
Indeed, so successful is the Internet for dissemination
and organization that oppressive regimes regularly curtail
or outright censor it. These regimes are not alone as many
governments, Internet service providers, corporations, and
even households exert varying levels of control within their
spheres of influence. There are legitimate reasons for controlling the spread of information such as privacy concerns,
national security, corporate confidentiality, and public safety;
however, there are also questionable reasons such as the
chilling of speech, governmental largess, corporate misdeed,
and subjugation, to name a few. This work does not attempt
to sort through real world actors’ motivations for censorship.
We only assume that there exists Internet censorship, from
the perspective of some entity, that ought not be. This can be
a teenager stymied by parental controls or a whistleblower
trying to collect evidence of wrongdoing.
Internet censorship is the, perhaps only universal, reaction
of those in power to limit the impact of the Internet on their
power base. An interesting effect of censorship is that it can
present a view of the world that is aligned to particular ideals
and can help promote the status quo and further control.
Censorship has a long history in other mediums and it has
been adapted to the Internet to deal with the technological,
legal, economic, and political paradigms that have emerged.

Abstract—We present a taxonomy of Internet censorship
resistance strategies and techniques extracted from analyzing proposed and implemented systems. We categorize the
strategies into the following six types to form the CORDON
taxonomy: Collateral damage, where the damage caused by
censorship would outweigh its benefits; Outside scope of influence, where the censor is powerless to act due to it having no
control over entities or traffic; Rate limiting, where the censor’s
monitoring abilities are curtailed; Decoupled communication,
where bidirectional communications are asynchronous and
asymmetric to take advantage of weaknesses in the censor’s
defences or hide the fact that the communications are related;
Overwhelm, where the censor is deluged with large amounts
of network traffic, paths and vectors to increase the cost
and difficulty of effective censorship; and No target, where
the censor is unable to accurately detect and identify the
people, infrastructure and network traffic to target. For each
strategy, we identify the common supporting techniques used
or proposed by resistance systems. We provide a detailed
discussion of censors and their limitations, and outline the
censor’s decision-making process based on its utility, resources,
and capabilities. We identify the censor’s attack surfaces to
provide context tying the censor capabilities and the resistance
techniques together. We further identify future work needed
to solve the fundamental problems facing all systems today:
rendezvous protocols, bootstrapping without the need for client
software, transports that stay ahead of the censor capabilities,
and systems that scale better than the current batch. Applying CORDON to censorship resistance research will provide
researchers a better understanding of the techniques and
interactions that will help produce more effective and reliable
censorship resistance solutions.
Keywords-taxonomy; censorship resistance; censorship circumvention; systematization of knowledge

I. I NTRODUCTION
Censorship resistance, also known as censorship circumvention, is the response to the pervasive Internet censorship
that exists today and continues to expand and adapt in
step with technological advances and it is an active area
of research interest. Either reactionary or preemptive, the
aim is to mitigate the power of the censor. While there may
be a plurality of motives, the basic goal is the same: free
and open communication on the Internet. The focus of this
work is on technological solutions for censorship resistance
and we provide a systematization, as a taxonomy, of current
censorship resistance knowledge. Our taxonomy, CORDON,
will provide a better understanding of the general strategies,
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Censorship controls can be technological or social in nature,
complementing each other to provide the censor with the
appropriate mixture of responses to suit their censorship
policies—see §III-F for further discussion.
The battle between the two sides—Censor and
Circumventor—is a never-ending struggle to gain the
upper hand. As the censor learns how to be more effective,
the circumventor learns how to overcome, which in turn
teaches the censor. This cycle repeats until one side reaches
the limits of the resources they are willing to invest,
at which point an equilibrium is reached. The resulting
balance, however, may later shift due to technological
advances or changing resource limits.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: §II
provides commentary on related efforts to systematize censorship resistance knowledge, and we present background
on censorship in §III. §IV describes our proposed knowledge
systematization, and we relate it to censorship and resistance
technology in §V. We conclude with a discussion of future
directions and areas of interest to the research community
in §VI and make concluding remarks in §VII.

technology progresses, deep packet inspection will provide
further identifiers that the censor could leverage.
They consider blocking resistance as concerned with two
challenges. On the one hand is the infrastructure of the
blocking resistance service and on the other is the distribution of the information about the blocking infrastructure.
For the former they identify the “many access points” and
the “all or nothing” resistance strategies. They give the
example of deploying a large number of access points which
the censor must counter completely or else have failed
in censoring effectively. They identify the “out-of-band”
strategy observing that the communication requirements for
distributing information about the service are far lower than
for traffic flowing through it. They also identify techniques
for limiting the censor’s ability to harvest information about
the “many access points” but limit the discussion to their
key-space hopping proposal.
We extend their work by providing a more thorough look
at the strategies employed by a wider range of blocking
resistance systems. We also explore the relationship between
the capabilities of the censor and the attack surfaces present
on the Internet.
Perng et al. [33] present a loose classification of publication censorship resistance schemes, whose goal is to ensure
the availability of published information while denying the
censor the ability to remove or alter it. They break down
the resistance schemes into four categories: data replication, anonymous communication, server deniability, and data
entanglement. Data replication prevents the censor from
finding—or being able to delete if found—all copies of the
target document. Anonymous communication is a building
block of many systems and hides the user so that the censor
can not find out who to target in the physical world. Server
deniability protects hosts in the resistance system from being
targeted by the authorities since they cannot control what
is stored. Finally, data entanglement leverages the fact that
there exist documents that the censor does not wish to
suppress, which can then be “entangled” with documents
that are not allowed by the censor. Removing one removes
the other and the expectation is that the censor would not
take this action.
While this is a limited classification, both in scope and
sophistication, it helps to highlight basic strategies in the
publication censorship resistance space.
In a current IETF-draft document, Barnes et al. [3]
provide a discussion of filtering and its implications on
transparent and correct Internet operation. They point out
that filtering can occur at three places in the end-to-end
communication channel: at the server side, at the client side,
or in the middle. They argue that filtering in the middle
is the most brittle solution, breaks security properties, and
is not in keeping with the end-to-end ideals of Internet
communication. However, because it is the cheapest method
it is the most widely used, even though it is, according

II. R ELATED W ORK
Censorship resistance technology has steadily advanced
and embraced many disparate techniques and fields. As the
landscape becomes more complex, it is fruitful to organize it
and provide context for reflection and as guidance for future
efforts. Since the field is relatively young, efforts so far have
been few and limited in scope and focus. We present here
four previous works that classify censorship and censorship
resistance strategies and techniques.
Köpsell and Hillig [26] present blocking classification
from the point of view of the censor and its decisionmaking process, and also provide general blocking resistance
strategies. While their main aim is to present a censorship
resistance solution in a particular setting, their classification
sheds light into the motivations and decision-making process
of the censor and is valuable for this reason.
They classify blocking (or censorship) decision-making
criteria according to the TCP/IP protocol layer of the
communication and whether if it is based on the content
or circumstances of said communication. They classify the
circumstances of communication into addresses, timing, data
transfer, and services. Examples of these include: source and
destination addresses, send and receive times and connection
duration, bandwidth and latency, and the protocols used.
The content, where deep packet inspection is employed, is
categorized by kind, properties, type and value. The kind of
communication can be an object or a stream; its properties
can include whether it is encrypted, compressed or other
statistics. The type can tell us if it is an image, audio,
or a binary, and the values are the byte patterns in the
transmission that can be detected. It is feasible that as
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literature works around this problem by limiting the discussion to the specific requirements and target audience of the
proposed system.
We similarly limit the scope of our definition to consider
technological and social censorship and focus on technological solutions. We define it thus: Internet censorship is the
intentional suppression of information originating, flowing
or stored on systems connected to the Internet where that
information is relevant for decision making to some entity.
This definition allows for a censor that targets information
for specific time periods, changes its stance after some time,
or continues indefinitely. The entity in question can be an
individual, a population, or a government upon whom the
censor wishes to exert control or influence. The decision
making may be as trivial as forming an unfavourable opinion
or as extreme as organizing a rebellion to topple a government.
This definition provides context and motivation behind the
censorship resistance systems and strategies we investigate.

to them, effective only in constrained circumstances. On
the other hand, filtering at the server and client side is a
more natural fit to the Internet architecture; in particular,
they expound that client-side filtering is, from an Internet
architecture standpoint, the ideal choice. We contrast our
work by observing that filtering of traffic is but one of many
attack surfaces that form a more complete picture of the
censorship resistance space. We also provide discussion of
censorship strategies that apply to the traffic attack surface,
and employ the filter techniques Barnes et al. address, and
then go on to show how they are mitigated by the resistance
strategies from our CORDON taxonomy in general and the
systems that employ them in particular.
The closest related work to ours is also a draft, from 2010,
where Leberknight et al. [27] provide a survey of censorship
and its resistance from technological and political dimensions. They provide a taxonomy of resistance technologies,
and discuss the design features that are critical for success.
While similar in theme, our works diverge in several points.
We are more concerned with the technological aspects
of censorship and censorship resistance having analyzed
proposed and existing systems while they focus in equal
parts on the social and political as well. They only consider
anonymity, content protection and content filtering as the
challenges to overcome while we show that there are more
attack surfaces for the censor to target. The techniques they
discuss are limited to their identified challenges and the
taxonomy they provide is similarly restricted to those aspects
of censorship resistance. We provide a thorough treatment
of the attack surfaces and censor capabilities, and provide
more breadth and depth in terms of the censorship resistance
techniques. Finally, since 2010 many novel systems have
been developed that have added to the censorship resistance
toolkit and thus our work provides a more contemporary
account of the state of the art.
These works provide useful insights into the censorship
resistance space, both from the censor and resistance system
perspectives. We leverage these classifications as appropriate
and augment them to produce a more robust and all-inclusive
classification of censorship resistance.

B. Censor Attributes and Hierarchy
We categorize censors by their motivation, sphere of
influence, and technical capabilities. While there are many
types of censors operating under various conditions, in each
instance the censor will have a motivation for its actions, but
at the same time will be limited by its sphere of influence
and capabilities. When responding to a particular scenario
the censor must strike a balance between these constraints.
A censor’s motives can span from the economic to the
political and social. A business may want to restrict access
to certain kinds of content that can be accessed on their
premises due to fears of lost productivity, while parents may
prefer to limit certain kinds of social networking sites their
children take part in, and a government may want to limit
speech for the sake of social order.
All censors have a limit to their power within and without
their sphere of influence. These limits are relative and
depend on the particular scenario. For example, while a
government can exert a lot of control at the national level,
parents can influence far more what occurs within the
confines of their homes.
Similarly, all censors need to contend with their technical
capabilities and limitations. Again these are relative; using
the example above, while the government may have the most
sophisticated filtering and blocking equipment, it may not
compare to parents’ watchful eyes on their children browsing
the Internet. Conversely, the parent may not be able to
effectively block certain resistance tools that the government
is able to.
This suggests that a generalized censorship hierarchy is
highly dependent on the scenario and the technological
abilities of the censor. For concreteness we identify some
examples of censors as reference points and show a graphical
depiction of the relationship between resolution and scope

III. C ENSORSHIP AND THE C ENSOR
The presence, or potential, of Internet censorship is what
gives rise to censorship resistance. Therefore, it is important
to describe censorship and the censor in detail to provide
context and motivation for the discussions of censorship
resistance systems that follow.
A. Censorship: A Definition
What is Internet censorship? This is a difficult question
since the Internet is home to diverse entities with just as
diverse needs, making it difficult to produce a definition that
is universally applicable. Generally, the censorship resistance
3

of influence in Figure 1. Here, resolution is the granularity
with which a censor can observe the communications of the
participants and be able to tell them apart while the scope of
influence is the collection of systems, infrastructure, people
and traffic that the censor has direct control or influence
over.
• Government: This censor is motivated to stay in power
either through good stewardship or oppression. It monitors internal traffic and that going through its borders
for signs of unrest or other breaking of its rules. It can
exert social and technological means to censor all traffic
it can view. Depending on the country, it may further
be willing to arrest citizens and invade their privacy. It
has very little power outside its borders, unless it has
international cooperation treaties in place.
• Service Provider: This censor is motivated by profit and
continued existence. It can monitor all traffic that flows
through its infrastructure. It can exert technological
means to censor unwanted traffic, often supported or
required by law. Cooperation with the Government may
also take place to uphold the latter’s policies. It has less
legal power than the Government in scope but may have
more fine-grained resolution and control.
• Corporation: This censor is motivated by productivity,
efficiency and adherence to legal requirements. It can
influence what occurs within its network and premises.
It may not have the raw technical capabilities as the
censors above but may have far more visibility into
individual users’ activities.
• Household: This censor is concerned with the moral
and social aspects of the Internet and its effects in the
home. Likely this censor lacks technical capabilities
but it can still exert control through less technological
methods of control such as parental filters and shoulder
surfing. It is not likely able to influence much beyond
the homestead.

sored or attacked, and upon which the censor has visibility or
influence. The following list provides an overview of these.
1) Traffic flows: Internet traffic can be monitored by the
censor on its networks. The censor can regulate the traffic
according to its censorship policies.
2) Infrastructure: The routers, servers and end hosts
located on the censor’s network or the Internet may be
monitored for undesirable activity. While the censor may
not have the same control over entities on the Internet as
those on its own network it may be able to apply social,
legal or technological pressure to achieve its desired result.
3) Clients: This is the client-side software that forms
the conduit through which the user accesses the censorship
resistance network, that manages the resistance mechanism,
and through which censored content is published and delivered. The censor can target the client software distribution
channels as well as the integrity of the software itself to
erode the ability of the resistance system and users to
connect together.
4) People: These are the publishers and consumers of
censored information as well as the designers of resistance
systems and the volunteers that facilitate access and publication. Along with technological tactics the censor can
employ legal and extralegal methods in an effort to quash
their activities.
5) Network-based views: Internetworking requires accurate views, such as routing and naming tables, of the network
for correct [3], [21], and useful, operation. The censor can
manipulate these views in order to limit the availability of,
and access to, censored content. Depending on the situation,
the effects may be felt by those on the censor’s network, on
the Internet at large [31], or both.
6) Censorship resistance system: The censor reacts to resistance efforts and causes the censorship resistance systems
themselves to become a meta attack surface where all of the
surfaces described above apply. The censor can attack the
traffic, infrastructure, clients, people and network views that
the censorship resistance system depends on. The censor
can curtail the availability of censorship resistance systems
specifically by making it difficult to establish first contact
with them. They can do this by making it difficult to obtain
information about them in general, interfere with specific
discovery protocols, and finally interfere with the systems
themselves.
The censor’s motivation, sphere of influence and technical
capabilities will dictate how, and to what extent, it leverages
each of the attack surfaces above. For maximum efficacy, a
savvy censor is likely to attack a number of the surfaces in
combination.

C. Attack Surfaces

D. Technical Capabilities

We now identify the attack surfaces used by censors to
disrupt free and open communication on the Internet. These
are physical or logical entities that can potentially be cen-

Censorship techniques fall into either blocking (sometimes
called filtering) or detection categories and these cover
the range of possible actions by the censor. It should be

Figure 1. Mapping of examples on the space of resolution and scope of
influence.
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noted that none of the technological solutions for either is
perfectly accurate or completely successful. It is possible
that the censor targets honest communications by mistake,
or unwittingly allows something it should not, so it must be
careful when it employs these tools. As already mentioned,
the applicability of these techniques depends on how well
the censor is able to influence or observe the attack surface.
We next present detection and blocking techniques as they
relate to each of the attack surfaces we have identified.
1) Traffic flows: The censor can use packet header inspection to detect undesirable IP address and port destinations.
Most modern firewalls allow this capability. The censor
can go further by keeping track of the state of the links
and performing deep packet inspection that analyzes the
payload of packets for undesirable applications, strings and
other patterns, or protocols. These methods incur additional
overhead and thus the censor must be mindful of their limits.
To block at this level the censor can simply drop packets
that it has detected as undesirable. In a more sophisticated
approach the censor manipulates the traffic and expected
protocol behaviour to break the normal flow of communication. For example the censor can try to interrupt SSL traffic
by attempting to insert itself between the end points as a
“man-in-the-middle”. Similarly it can break protocols that
expect the end points to adhere to agreed upon standards by
injecting spurious traffic, as is the case where the Chinese
firewall sends RST (reset) packets to both end points of the
connection to break the communication flow [8]. This allows
for more targeted blocking under certain circumstances
where the censor is unable to safely block with a more blunt
approach.
2) Infrastructure: The censor can use publicly available
information to identify infrastructure, such as hosts and
servers, that facilitate censorship resistance or the distribution of censored content. Often, where the network is “dark”
or secret and known to members only, it can attempt to
infiltrate the network by masquerading as an honest user or
resource. In this way it can learn about its extent, operation
and weaknesses. Internet service providers are a valuable
resource in mapping Internet identities and addresses to
their real-world counterparts. The censor can leverage legal
pressure to extract this information.
To block infrastructure within its sphere of influence the
censor can use legal, or extralegal, means to shut it down.
Indeed, history shows that this has been successful [16]
in the past. For infrastructure that is outside the censor’s
sphere of influence it can attempt legal measures but when
this proves difficult it can attack the infrastructure through
the network. An example of this is the distributed denial
of service attack, which renders legitimate communication
impossible due to the high volume of traffic directed at the
targeted hosts and servers. Infiltration is not only useful for
detection but also for launching attacks where the censorcontrolled resources behave contrary to systems protocols to

disrupt the communications or otherwise decrease the utility
of the network.
3) Clients: The censor can compromise the client by
installing monitoring software on it. This could be publicly
announced and sanctioned by an authority, such as in the
case of Green Dam Youth Escort [54] or TOM-Skype [42],
or through covert means such as malware. This software
performs content, keyword or destination filtering at the end
host and may additionally report back to the authorities of
the activities taking place on the end user’s computer.
The censor can block at the client level by disallowing
unapproved software from being installed on the operating
system, disrupting functionality such as Internet searches,
and displaying warnings to the user to dissuade them from
attempting to seek or distribute censored content through the
client or even to use it.
4) People: The censor may also identify people, using
methods employed at the infrastructure level among others,
who can be targeted to reduce the generation or consumption
of censored material. Sometimes these people are public
figures like Julian Assange [40] of Wikileaks [51] and at
other times these people are well hidden as in the case of
the members of the group called Anonymous.
The censor can remove these people from the equation
by pursuing them through legal means, such as the U.S.
government has done with Assange or through the threat
of extralegal measures of a secret police, as is the case in
Iran [23]. Note in the examples above that the censor has
less control when the person is outside their boundaries [39].
5) Network View: Networking depends on nodes in the
infrastructure having accurate information about the state
and topology of the network. The censor can leverage this
fact to corrupt the view and prevent clients from accessing
the resistance network or censored content, and prevent the
correct operation of the censorship resistance system. Of
course, the censor can only act on those parts of this surface
where it has influence. Usually, networking information
is publicly distributed and includes routing, naming, and
addressing. It is a simple matter for the censor to collect
all resistance-related network information by inspecting the
types of content usually hosted or retrieved. When this
content is hidden from public view or encrypted the censor
can again utilize infiltration techniques to identify the parts
of the network to target. Once the censor has the “view” of
the network that it wants to target it can proceed to blocking.
To block an accurate view of the network the censor
provides erroneous information. Examples of this include
DNS poisoning [3] and routing table changes that isolate
traffic to known, trusted, and censored paths. There may
be detrimental side effects [21], [31] due to the censor’s
activities on this surface since public network views are
shared widely and expected to be accurate.
6) Censorship Resistance System: As a meta-layer, the
discovery and the communication mechanisms of resistance
5

systems can be targeted by the censor using all of the
techniques that apply to the regular communications. Generally, it is expected that detection will be harder since the
resistance tools are aware of common techniques and evade
them where possible. However, sometimes there are quirks
of the resistance system that distinguish it from regular
traffic thus making it easier to detect; an example of this
is the use of short lifetimes in the SSL [44] certificates that
Tor routers used, which stood out from regular certificates
that usually have longer lifetimes. Blocking can similarly
be performed using many of the same techniques already
described.

Figure 2. The points on the triangle denote the distribution of resources
among the three variables. G, S, C, H denote Government, Service Provider,
Corporate Entity, and Home respectively.

from censorable traffic at line speeds. Figure 2 provides
a ternary plot of the censor’s tradeoff between timeliness,
resolution and accuracy for a fixed set of resources. The
intersection of the dotted lines shows a Service Provider
with an almost balanced trade-off between the variables.
Also shown are a Home censor who may require high
resolution and accuracy but is not concerned with timeliness;
a Corporate censor that has less resolution and accuracy but
higher timeliness, and the Government censor who may be
concerned with bulk censorship that is accurate and timely
but is not interested in the details of those it censors. With
the addition of scope to this analysis the censor can chart
out the limitations and strengths of different censorship
scenarios in many dimensions.
Often one aspect, such as economic policy limitations,
supersedes all other considerations and the censor is then
bound to cater to it, even if it means relaxing its censorship
posture in other aspects. For this reason, censorship resistance systems often leverage the censor’s tolerance with the
assumption that the censor will be mindful of the utility
of censorship. An example of this where the censor allows
encrypted traffic to flow unhindered because it is necessary
for e-commerce applications, and necessary for its economy,
with the knowledge that encrypted resistance traffic is also
getting through. Blocking this traffic is within the abilities of
the censor but in this instance the economics of the situation
preclude this option.
The circumventor has similar restrictions in terms of
capabilities and resources and can use the same tools to
perform a similar analysis in order to gauge the effectiveness
of their resistance efforts. Of course nothing stops both sides
from performing this analysis on each other and using it to
tune their efforts. The censor must 1) develop its technological capabilities such that 2) they can be deployed against
attack surfaces at the scale and resolution required while 3)
balancing the harm to its capital. The circumventor must
leverage 1) the technology and 2) policy limitations faced
by the censor while also 3) balancing the costs associated
with these efforts.

E. Capital, Tolerance and Utility
We assume that the censor is a rational actor, and it
extracts utility from its censorship activities. Utility can be
in terms of economic, social, and political outcomes, and
there may be other aspects which can also be taken in to
account.
The censor needs to ensure that its economic, social, or
political capital is not negatively affected by its activities.
Sometimes the will to enhance one facet can have a negative
impact on the others; the censor must balance its desire
for control against its tolerance to damage to its social,
political and economic capital. Along with capital, this
tolerance is an input for the censor’s utility function. This
multi-dimensional treatment provides a holistic view of the
censor’s limits and possible actions.
Indeed, Danezis and Anderson [9] provide support for
this econometric treatment of censorship resistance that introduces utility as a metric for reasoning about censors’ and
circumventors’ decision-making processes. In their model
they demonstrate that by choosing certain resistance strategies a circumventor can degrade a censor’s utility while
maximizing their own. While their model does not take
social and political implications into account and is restricted
to trading off between two options, it is clear that treating
the censor and circumventor as rational actors that want to
maximize their utility is a reasonable approach and informs a
deeper understanding of censorship and resistance dynamics.
F. Limitations: Technology and Policy
To round out this discussion we must point out that the
censor has limits in the technical and policy dimensions. The
hardware and software techniques the censor employs—as
outlined above—have inherent scale, accuracy and resolution
limits. While certain techniques are fruitful at smaller scales
they become either impossible or too expensive to field at
larger scales—scales that may be necessary for a particular
attack surface scenario. Also, the censor’s ability to perform
targeted censorship is limited by a technology’s resolution,
meaning that it can not accurately discern one entity from
another. A prime example of this is encrypted communication and the difficulty of differentiating legitimate traffic

IV. C ENSORSHIP R ESISTANCE
We now identify general resistance strategies and supporting techniques abstracted from our analysis of systems that
6

simple as connecting directly to a proxy server that is not
blocked or as elaborate as a multistage protocol that requires
the user to solve puzzles or compute mathematical functions
to learn information about access points. Systems solely
intended for publication assume that access to the system
is not itself censored, or that a suitable censorship-resistant
access system is in place. Once the client can establish
a communication channel with the resistance system the
interactions proceed according to the resistance scheme
employed. These interactions are depicted by the flows
labelled C and D.
It is important to note that the destination, or objective of
the user, can be internal or external to the resistance system.
Generally, destinations are internal to publication systems
while most access systems are independent of destinations.
Data flow E depicts the latter case.
We can further map the attack surfaces to show how
they interact with the data flows and entities. The users and
volunteers are both within the people surface; the data flows
A–E are within the traffic surface; the censorship resistance
network (and sometimes destination) as well as the client
software are part of the infrastructure surfaces; and finally
at the meta-level the client software, resistance network,
network information, access mechanism are volunteers are
all part of the censorship resistance surface.

Figure 3. Censorship Resistance Channel Data Flows. Arrows A-E depict
the channels of information flow for normal Internet traffic (A) and that for
resistance traffic (B-E).

have been proposed in the literature, been implemented, or
are in current use. It is our goal, through the application
of our taxonomy, to discover gaps in the strategy and techniques space where possible. We will discuss the systems
we analyzed and how the strategies apply in each and the
techniques they employ. We will also discuss the relevance
of these classes on the attack surfaces and technical capabilities of the censor, and the implications on the utility of
the censor and circumventor.
A. Overview
We first provide an overview of censorship resistance from
an abstract data channel perspective. Figure 3 provides a data
flow diagram depicting these channels.
When there is no censorship, a user’s data flows unhindered through the Internet gateway/firewall and onward to
its destination as shown by the flows labelled A. This is the
usual manner in which Internet traffic is meant to flow. In
the presence of censorship, however, these flows are blocked,
and alternative flows must be employed.
To do so, the user acquires client software and installs
it on her computer. This software becomes the channel for
all censorship resistance data flows. The software gathers
information about the resistance network. It could be the
case that this information and client software were delivered
to the user surreptitiously via email through the censor’s
firewall, or were hand delivered by a volunteer. This flow of
software and resistance network information is depicted by
the data flows labelled B.
There are two types of censorship resistance a system
can provide: publication and access. Publication censorship
resistance prevents a censor from restricting the storage
and availability of censored information. Access censorship
resistance provides a means to access censored information,
or to a publication censorship resistance system, when the
censor has taken steps to prevent access to either. We will
see how this affects data flow and channel use shortly.
To communicate, the client connects to the resistance
network through an access mechanism that circumvents the
censor’s controls. For example, this mechanism can be as

B. General Classes of Resistance Strategies
We now present the general classes of resistance strategies
and techniques. These strategies and techniques have been
systematized into the CORDON taxonomy of censorship
resistance that is represented in Figure 4. For each strategy,
we identify the common techniques that support it that have
been used or proposed by resistance systems.
1) Collateral Damage: One of the more powerful strategies is to cause collateral damage to the censor’s capital
as a result of its censorship activities. This damage can be
to economic prosperity, social harmony, or political control.
The key is to accurately judge the censor’s technological and
policy limitations and utility and then to produce situations
where collateral damage to its capital is unavoidable.
In each of the descriptions below the censorship resistance
technique assumes that the censor is unable to effectively
tell censored and allowed content apart. In all instances if
the service, information, or path became inaccessible there
would be a detrimental effect on the censor’s capital. It also
assumes that the censor does not have viable alternatives—
which is not always the case [30]—for any of the services,
paths, or information that the resistance system leverages.
A popular technique is to hide among innocents. This
resistance technique embeds its information with other,
useful, information. The censor, being unable to sort them
apart, is bound to either remove access to all the information
or allow it.
7
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the ease of use for users and the need to restrict the censor’s
harvesting effectiveness while allowing an acceptable level
of censorship resistance to occur.
Puzzles, such as captchas and computational tasks, have
been proposed [14], [29] to slow automated harvesting and
which may cause the censor to employ human beings and
thus raise their cost of effort.
Information distribution techniques that restrict information flow to subsets of recipients or time slices, such as keyspace hopping [14] or Tor’s bridge distribution scheme [10],
increase the overhead and time requirements respectively for
the censor to learn enough about the network to effectively
neutralize it.
4) Decoupled Communication: Upstream and downstream Internet communication requirements are sometimes
asymmetrical and lend themselves to the leveraging of atypical communication protocols and communication mediums.
Keeping Kerckhoffs’ Principle in mind, resistance systems
should not depend on the secrecy of the decoupling mechanisms used. However, in practice, there is often a window
of opportunity where the censor has not yet anticipated
or is unable to effectively detect and block channels of
communication that are utilized in a seemingly innocent
and dissociated manner from the usual censorship targets.
Leveraging the censor’s blind spots about the nature of the
bidirectional resistance traffic and by changing the signature
of the bidirectional communication the circumventor can
thwart the censor.
Two independent aspects are key: 1) The censor does
not suspect that the individual communication is for censorship resistance and 2) that it is difficult to correlate the
related asynchronous resistance communications streams.
These streams can have characteristics, such as low throughput [13], [22], [50], that would make their universal use unacceptable but which still provide effective communication
for specific use cases.
Simultaneous use of multiple protocols and transport
mediums is an extra layer of confounding requiring the
censor to monitor many fronts at once and correlate over
a larger set of information.
5) Overwhelm: Leveraging the fact that the censor does
not enjoy limitless resources and must react within a reasonable time window a powerful strategy is to overwhelm the
censor through sheer numbers. The aim is that the censor
will not be able to deal with every single vector and that
even a single unblocked one will allow communication to
occur.
There are two basic points of leverage for the circumventor. The first is the limits on the ability of the censor to detect
censorable activity on surfaces at a given scale in an amount
of time that does not negatively impact the censor’s capital,
when the censor is limited in the amount of resources that
it is capable of mustering. The second leverages the fact
that the censor is unable to effectively block targets at a

No Target
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>Rendezvous Points
>Censorable Data

Too Many to Block
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Addressing
>Proxy
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>Hidden Address
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Figure 4. The CORDON taxonomy of censorship resistance strategies.
Along with each of the six strategies, we list a number of techniques that
support it.

Another technique is to hide on the path to resources
valued by the censor. The resistance system utilizes these
paths that are used to access regular, and useful destinations,
but uses it to transmit censored content. The censor, being
unable to block the path due to its importance, must either
allow all communications on it or cut itself off from it.
Finally, the resistance system can make use of an existing
and useful application or service the censor is loath to cut
itself from due to the impact it would have on its capital [41].
Services such as free email, e.g. Gmail [49], and cloud
computing platforms, e.g. Amazon Web Services [24], have
been leveraged by resistance systems for this reason.
2) Outside Scope of Influence: An inherent weakness of
any censor is the inability to control or influence activities
and entities outside its sphere of control; see §III for concrete
instances of this phenomena.
Resistance systems leverage cloud-based services, nodes
and other entities across multiple political borders, and
entities that are trusted not to be coerced by the censor as
resistance building blocks. The key to effective resistance
is understanding the limits of the censor’s influence and
leveraging entities that fall outside it.
3) Rate Limiting: A weakness of any resistance system
is that users should be easily able to find information about
them and how to access them. However, it is difficult to
tell a censor and an honest user apart, which makes hiding
information from the censor challenging. The censor may be
able to effectively and efficiently harvest information about
the resistance system and then neutralize it. The harvesting
may be so effective, i.e. timely and accurate, that it renders
even the overwhelming techniques (see below) redundant.
To combat this, many resistance systems employ schemes to
limit the rate of information harvesting. They must balance
8

trust-based [35], rate-limiting [10], [28], [29], and sidechannel [10], [13] distribution to name a few.
Additionally, the resistance system protects the people,
traffic, infrastructure and software by making them difficult
to find and target. The censor cannot block an unaddressable
or unidentifiable entity on the network. Since detection
and blocking on IP and port combinations is cheap and
readily available, resistance systems attempt to hide this
information. This can happen when the entity is a node
that has no address such as a network router, or when
the node addresses are unknown, for example when onion
routing hides the source or destination of a flow from
certain observers, or when the circumventor is anonymous.
Resistance systems that leverage routers [19], [25], [55] are
chief examples of the former case. As long as the censor is
unable to compromise the router or route traffic away from
it [34] they are unable to effectively deal with the systems
that use routers as the point of resistance. The censor is
similarly unable to block nodes it is unable to learn the
addresses of [11], [49]. Nodes can hide their addresses using
a gateway [29], routing schemes [7], or behind a cloud
service [24].
Targeting non-network entities such as people can be
difficult if they are well hidden [38] using anonymous communication and side channel means or when the resistance
system is autonomous and self organizing [7], [35] and out
of the control of any individual person.

certain scale or resolution due to technological or policy
considerations.
An example of the former is the deployment of a massive
number of proxies that the censor then has to discover,
which takes time especially when rate limiting is employed,
during which the resistance is effective. By extension, as
an example of the latter, blocking becomes a policy issue
if the proxies are usually honest nodes on the network and
blocking them would cause a large part of the Internet to
become unreachable and thus harm the censor’s capital.
6) No Target: The circumventor attempts to fool the
censor into thinking that resistance activities on the various
attack surfaces it is monitoring are legitimate and hence not
targets. It can do this by making its traffic look like legitimate traffic, or making the protocol match allowed protocols,
or hiding its traffic within other traffic, or making it seem
as if the communication is between allowed endpoints.
One way of making resistance traffic look legitimate is
thorough the use of traffic shaping to match the characteristics of traffic that is allowed by the censor. The circumventor
normally attempts to match traffic the censor deems important enough not to disrupt; otherwise, once the resistance
technique is discovered, the censor can simply block the
previously legitimate traffic. Often, there are windows of
opportunity, bearing in mind Kerckhoffs’ Principle as noted
earlier, where the censor does not have a fingerprint to match
against, or has old information, and the circumventor ensures
that it does not match patterns of its past behaviour.
Making the communication look like a specific application
or protocol is a slightly more sophisticated form of traffic
shaping where the circumventor tries to use an application
important to the censor as its cover. While the same conditions as purely traffic-based cover apply, the difference is that
this cover is more believable when the application is in wide
use around the world. For example, the TLS protocol, which
is the linchpin of e-commerce communication, is widely
used and has been leveraged by resistance systems.
Steganography, which is the technique of hiding covert
information within innocuous communication, is also a
viable resistance technique. The fitness of this technique for
the purposes of censorship resistance is still under debate
since the data rates which it can support are not as high as
other comparable techniques and the rates of its detection are
also not always encouraging. Still, where limited information
transfer is needed then steganography can be useful.
Finally, circumventors can make it seem as if their communications occur between allowed endpoints. The primary
example of this is the use of proxies. There are many
types of proxies and indeed most resistance systems utilize
proxies in some form; more details of the different types
follow in §V. The inherent problem, and one that is of
great importance, is of distributing information about the
proxies to honest clients without the censor also finding
out. The literature has instances of techniques employing

C. Attack Surfaces Resistance
We now relate these censorship resistance classes to the
attack surfaces, both for regular communication and that of
censorship resistance systems. The robustness and efficacy
of the classes will depend on the censor’s abilities as were
discussed in §III.
1) People: Using anonymizing techniques, consumers
and publishers of censored content provide no targets to the
authorities. Anonymization can be used by the volunteers,
makers, and administrators of the resistance system who
can also be outside scope of influence of the censor and
sometimes have large numbers.
2) Traffic: Presenting no targets and decoupled communication are the main mitigation strategies for protecting
censored traffic. Encryption [11] and traffic shaping [32]
are the most widely used techniques to achieve this. Recent
years have seen the rise of asymmetric and asynchronous
communication as a means to decouple end point communication.
While not an electronic means of transmission but in
keeping with the theme of decoupled communication, the
physical transportation of client software and censorship
resistance network information is also a viable technique
which almost all systems [10] can leverage.
3) Infrastructure: The routers, servers and end hosts of
censored content can be shielded by causing the censor
9

into the strategies they support, and §IV-B, which provides
supporting details.

collateral damage through leveraging popular services and
destinations, presenting no target by hiding the locations
and identities of nodes and servers, being outside scope of
influence by deploying across many judicial and national
boundaries, and relying on overwhelming numbers of access
points.
4) Network Views: To protect and ensure truthful reporting of network views, resistance systems can retrieve
information using decoupled channels via a trusted party
outside the scope of the censor’s influence, employ rate
limiting, and present no target.
By receiving accurate network view information through
decoupled channels that are outside the censor’s scope of
influence, such as hand delivery by a trusted resistance
volunteer, the user can be assured that their client has a
complete view of the network and provides the best user
experience. Where the censor blocks these channels or
infiltrates the user base or resource pool, the network and
its view can be preserved by releasing network information slowly over time or breaking it into non-overlapping
subsets—in order to prevent any entity from learning about
the whole network—and distributing it among users.
A big step in mitigating the network view surface is to
obviate the need to maintain a view at all. Removing any
addressing, routing, and naming information from censored
communications renders the censor impotent in this regard.
While this is a positive paradigm shift, Schuchard et al. [34]
show that it is very difficult to achieve this in practice.
5) Clients: To protect the client surface the same strategies for receiving network view information can be employed. Decoupled communication channels, e.g. hand delivery of client software, is a viable strategy. To mitigate the
threat of eavesdropping by external entities, the client can
attempt to hide its activity using techniques to present no
target, such randomizing [43] its activity.
Currently, no existing system hides the fact that the end
user is using censorship resistance software from an observer
who can monitor the activities performed on the user’s own
computer. This is a weakness that needs to be addressed as
it also impacts the people surface.

A. Publication
In 1996, Anderson’s Eternity Service [1] drew attention
to Internet censorship resistance research on the publication
side. His proposed system was the first to leverage distribution of data across a large number of servers which are
deployed in diverse jurisdictions. Back’s Usenet Eternity [2]
was a 1997 implementation of this proposal.
Utilizing the Remailer concept based on Chaum’s
ideas [6], Goldberg and Wagner’s Rewebber proposal [17]
utilizes multi-hop routing for encrypted publication on
servers whose identities are hidden behind a pseudonymous
name space. This provides no target for the censor to block
since it is difficult to track the servers down and even if
that were done it is impossible for the server to know
what content it hosts due to encryption, it is therefore
impossible to target specific content. Similarly, Publius [48]
and Tangler [47] both use this same trick of encrypting all
stored content for plausible server deniability properties. The
difference is that in Publius the encryption key is shared
among servers using a k out of n threshold secret scheme
so that some lost, i.e. censored, shares are acceptable.
Tangler on the other hand introduces the concept of collateral
damage by enforcing, through encryption, that any single
document depends on other documents and to remove it
would mean the removal of these other documents also.
Where the censor has vested interests in certain documents
remaining available, this technique provides good protection.
Freenet [7] introduced the use of peer-to-peer (P2P)
overlay networking to provide censorship resistant storage of
documents. Search and retrieval operations cause redundant
copies of documents to be made thus ensuring their longterm availability. The decentralized topology ensures that the
censor can not target the true location(s) of documents and
also leverages the fact that most servers will be beyond the
censor’s influence. Building on top of this, Serjantov [36] introduces anonymous access and the concept of “forwarders”
as a defence behind which the “storers” of documents can
hide and thus evade the censor.
Although not P2P in nature, Tor Hidden Services [11]
also leverage anonymous access to hide the true location and
identity of servers from not only the users but also from the
network nodes.
While most research remains on paper it is interesting
to look at which systems become implemented and remain
relevant. Tor Hidden Services and Freenet are in operation
today although it is unclear just how popular these services
are—a side effect of the strong anonymity and privacy
guarantees.

V. C ENSORSHIP R ESISTANCE S YSTEMS
We now apply the CORDON taxonomy to existing censorship resistance systems. We group systems by their basic
functions: publication or access (or both), as defined in
§IV-A, or facilitation. As it happens, research interest has
also trended from publication to access censorship resistance
so our treatment will be mostly chronological and strategies
will be introduced in order of first use. Table I summarizes
the techniques and strategies used by each of the resistance
systems mentioned above with the year they were introduced
and the basic resistance functionality they provide. For
context, refer to Figure 4, which categorizes techniques

B. Access
While publication censorship resistance concentrated on
the infrastructure and people attack surfaces, access cen10

Table I
C ENSORSHIP RESISTANCE TECHNIQUES LEVERAGED BY VARIOUS SYSTEMS , AS DESCRIBED IN S ECTION IV AND F IGURE 4. P, A, F STAND FOR
P UBLISHING , ACCESS AND FACILITATION RESPECTIVELY.
System
Year Collateral Damage Outside Scope Rate Limiting
Decoupled
Overwhelm
No Target
Function
Eternity [1]
1996
Jurisdiction
Rendezvous
P
TAZ-Rewebber [17]
1997
Border
Encrypted, Hide Address
P
Web MIXes [4]
2000
Border
Proxy, Encrypted, Hide Address
A
Freenet [7]
2000
Dist., Hide ID/Address
P
Publius [48]
2000
Dist.
P
TriangleBoy [20]
2000
Jurisdiction
Out of Band
Asym. Paths
Rendezvous
Encrypted
A
Tangler [47]
2001
Service
Encrypted, Dist.
P
Serjantov [36]
2002
Dist., Hide Address
P
Infranet [13]
2002
Service
Asym. Protocol Rendezvous, Data
Steg.
A
Untrusted Messenger [14] 2003
Partition
Rendezvous
F
Tor-Hidden Services [11] 2004
Hide Address
P
Köpsell and Hillig [26] 2004
Border
Puzzles
Proxy, Hide Address
A
Clayton et al. [8]
2006
Traffic Shaping
F
Tor Bridges [10]
2006
Border
Out of Band, Timed
Hide Address
A
Dust [53]
2010
Encrypted, Traffic Shaping
A
Collage [5]
2010
Service
Asym. Application Rendezvous, Data
Steg., Dist.
P+A
Proximax [28]
2011
Partition
Dist.
F
COR [24]
2011
Service
Jurisdiction
F
Telex [55]
2011
Destination
No Address
A
Decoy Routing [25]
2011
Destination
No Address
A
Cirripede [19]
2011
Destination
No Address
A
Freewave [18]
2012
Application
Hide ID/Address
A
MIAB [22]
2012
Service
Asym. Application
Steg., Dist.
P+A
FlashProxy [15]
2012
Destination
Rendezvous
Proxy, Hide Address
A
DEFIANCE [29]
2012
Destination
Jurisdiction
Timed Release
Rendezvous
Hide Address
A
Obfsproxy [45]
2012
Protocol
Traffic Shaping
A
StegoTorus [50]
2012
Protocol
Steg.
A
SkypeMorph [32]
2012
Application
Encrypted, Traffic Shaping
A
CensorSpoofer [49]
2012 Application, Destination
Asym. Application
Proxy, Traffic Shaping
A
Unblock [35]
2012
Partition
Dist., Hide Address
A

sorship resistance focuses on the traffic and network view
surfaces.

the user’s computer. This proxy exists for only as long as the
client is viewing the website. This transient nature makes
blocking inefficient since blocking of short-lived proxies
requires that the censor either update the list frequently or
suffer from overblocking when those proxies cease to exist
and their addresses potentially become used for legitimate
needs.

Web MIXes [4] utilizes cascades—routers in predetermined and fixed chains—and client- and server-side proxies
to provide unlinkable traffic between the user and host.
This ensures that the censor does not learn the identities
of those involved, to then target. However—and this is in
common with many other systems—the addresses of the
access points are well known and the censor can simply
block all communications with those addresses. As a countermeasure, Köpsell and Hillig [26] extend the proxy design
by having a large number of proxies behave as network
access, or rendezvous, points for the client. To limit the rate
of effective harvesting of proxy addresses by the censor, a
puzzle-based challenge is presented when requesting a proxy
address. This requires the censor to expend effort to obtain
proxy addresses, and thus makes automated, or humandriven, harvesting more expensive and time consuming.

Tor [11] is a popular anonymous communication system
that has increasingly been used for censorship resistance
since it allows access to censored content. Since Tor’s
rendezvous points, or routers, are public knowledge the
censor can simply block access to these addresses from
its users. Tor bridges [10] were introduced in response, to
break through this form of blocking. Tor bridges are just like
regular Tor routers except their addresses are only distributed
slowly—by word of mouth and email, for example. A number of addresses are held back from distribution as reserves
to counteract efficient address harvesting by the censor.
Clients connect to bridges which then connect to the Tor
network as usual to circumvent the censor’s blockade. The
censor tries to counteract this by scrutinizing the traffic and
network view surfaces for Tor-like traffic and behaviours.

TriangleBoy [20] and FlashProxy [15] also utilize large
numbers of proxies, albeit with important differences. TriangleBoy proxies only relay the requests from the client,
introducing a decoupled communication scheme where requests and responses flow over different network paths and
network protocols. This decoupled behaviour is leveraged
by other systems as we shall see below. The proxies in
FlashProxy exist within a user’s browser—when the user
visits a supporting website, Javascript proxy code runs on

Tor pluggable transports [46] and related systems protect
the traffic attack surface by making it difficult for the censor
to detect Tor communications. Obfsproxy [45] and StegoTorus [50] both transform Tor traffic, which is encrypted
and therefore something the censor looks for among other
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patterns, to mimic other types of traffic, e.g. HTTP. StegoTorus, which is part of the DEFIANCE framework described
below, further uses steganography when transforming the
Tor traffic, although this does reduce the bandwidth of the
system.
DEFIANCE [29] is a framework that addresses Tor bridge
detection and address harvesting. The system provides security by layers. There is a gateway that gives access
to a restricted set of bridge addresses which are usable
during a limited time period. Clients are required to perform
computations and follow a specific interaction in order to
receive bridge information and maintain communications.
These techniques hinder the ability of the censor to compile
an accurate and complete list of bridge addresses.
The censor can use the quirks of Tor’s protocols to
fingerprint it. Wiley introduces Dust [53] to remove the
fingerprint of Tor’s plaintext TLS handshake traffic by
encrypting it. It overcomes the censor’s ability to fingerprint
string patterns, packet lengths, and timing information of
a Tor communication stream. It also obviates the need for
traffic-level steganography. Wiley also provides an automated means of testing blocking-resistant protocols using
Bayesian classification to further help test and enhance
them. [52]
Transforming traffic to look like another protocol, such
as HTTP, generally has only limited success, as the cover
traffic does not appear natural. The censor may be able to
distinguish the artificial Tor-disguised-as-HTTP traffic from
regular HTTP traffic, and block it. Similarly, sending streams
of encrypted bytes not corresponding to any known Internet
protocol is also straightforward to detect, and may attract the
attention of the censor. However, combining these techniques
can yield a powerful tool: disguise communication as an
existing popular encrypted protocol. Three recent systems,
SkypeMorph [32], Freewave [18] and CensorSpoofer [49],
leverage Skype [37] communication protocols for this reason. SkypeMorph shapes the traffic of Tor communications
to look like that of a Skype video call while Freewave
converts the data into sound signals that are transmitted over
a Skype voice call. CensorSpoofer utilizes decoupled communication channels, akin to TriangleBoy. Clients request
content, protected by steganography, through out-of-band
means such as email or instant messages that the censor is
not likely to block. At the same time the client establishes
a VoIP connection to some unblocked host as a dummy
destination. The CensorSpoofer proxy sends the responses
to the client over the VoIP channel and rewrites the source
address to be that of the dummy host in order to fool the
censor. All of these schemes rely on the fact that the censor
does not have any influence on the Skype client software
and its operations and cannot corrupt the client’s view of
the Skype network.
Infranet [13] also utilizes steganography to hide information in images that are posted on popular image-hosting web-

sites as well as a “knocking” protocol to access the images.
These images are retrieved by performing a series of GET
“knocks” by the client that matches a predetermined pattern.
The addresses of the image hosts are carefully distributed in
order to avoid harvesting and blocking. The aim is that the
censor remain unaware that censorship resistance is afoot.
Recent systems have introduced a method of resistance
that obviates the need for learning the rendezvous addresses
of the resistance system. Decoy Routing [25], Telex [55],
and Cirripede [19] leverage details of encrypted Internet
protocol traffic to send signals to routers en route to allowed
(“overt”) destinations to divert the flow of the traffic to
censored (“covert”) destinations. The only conditions are
that 1) the router is on the path to overt destinations that
would cause large collateral damage to the censor if they
became unreachable and 2) there be no alternative routes that
avoid the router. The main differences between the systems
are in the encryption schemes used. Decoy routing is based
on symmetric encryption while both Telex and Cirripede
are based on asymmetric encryption. Decoy routing sends a
sentinel, a symmetric key the router and user share, along
with the hello message, whereas Telex tags a TLS random
nonce using public key steganography and Cirripede does
something similar but with the initial sequence number
found in the TCP header. The trick is that the censor is
unable to tell normal encrypted traffic from decoy routed
traffic but the router on the path is able to do so with little
effort.
Unblock [35] leverages existing social trust links within
P2P overlay networks such as Freenet [7]. If the users of
the network only connect with known friends who will not
inform the censor then the social graph, and network, will
be resilient to infiltration. Due to information locality—i.e.
only information about neighbouring nodes is exposed—
harvesting will be restrained and thus effective blocking will
be difficult.
C. Access and Publication
Systems that provide censorship resistance for both access
and publication are few. Collage [5], which extends the
basic ideas of Infranet [13], and Message in a Bottle [22]
(MIAB) are two such systems. Due to their dual functionality they utilize many strategies at once. Both Collage and
MIAB leverage evasion, large numbers, collateral damage
and decoupled communication as the primary strategies. In
Collage, steganography is used to hide messages in images
posted on popular picture-hosting websites and thus evade
the censor’s filters. MIAB also utilizes image steganography
and further enhances this by utilizing blog posts instead of
just posting the image on a popular hosting service. The
advantage of both systems is that no extra infrastructure
is required on top of the existing blog and image-hosting
services, and the censor is hesitant, due to economic, social
and political reasons, to restrict access to a useful and
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popular service. In both, rendezvous is accomplished by
ensuring the communicating parties are subscribed to likely
and frequently visited, but not easy to identify as censorshipcircumventing, services and accounts.
Unfortunately both these systems suffer from large communication overhead and are not useful for usual Internet
activities such as browsing and bulk transfers. They are
most suitable as bootstrapping mechanisms to establish
communication channels with higher bandwidth.

reset packets were being used to break connections between
endpoints and the remedy was to simply ignore these. While
the utility may be limited it is important to realize that
censorship resistance systems are not infallible and that
constant and close scrutiny may provide other effective
resistance tricks.
VI. F UTURE
We now discuss the implications of our findings on the
future of censorship resistance research. We have identified
five challenging areas that require research attention; these
areas involve all the attack surfaces we have identified in
this work.
The dependence on client software is a stumbling block
for scalable and wide-reaching resistance solutions. Currently, most proposals expect that a trusted out-of-band
mechanism exists—sometimes by hand—to transport client
software to where it is needed. This means that the rate and
extent of distribution is limited to the couriers’ opportunistic
personal meetings and groups of contacts. It excludes those
users who do not have regular contact with volunteers or
frequent the same places.
Much more progress needs to occur to secure the traffic
attack surface. The censor’s tools become more sophisticated
with the passage of time and it becomes more difficult to
counteract them [12]. Perhaps it may be fruitful to identify
and extend the traffic attack surface into areas where the
censor is weak, such as out-of-band communication channels
that have performance and security characteristics similar to
the Internet but do not rely on using infrastructure owned or
influenced by the censor.
Dependence on network views is a weakness that should
be overcome because most often the censor controls this
information and is apt to manipulate it to its advantage without too great a loss of functionality. Although we have seen
the emergence of decoy routing [19], [25], [55] the censor
already has possible counter measures [34]. Future systems
should operate under the assumption that the network view
is untrustworthy and should aim to provide useful resistance
functionality in that environment.
Establishing first contact with the resistance system is very
challenging. It is difficult because it is tricky to establish
trust with strangers when the censor is among them. Barring
unscalable proposals utilizing webs of trust, no proposal has
so far overcome this shortcoming. Also, the resistance systems have to become more scalable if they are to be viable
in the future. We take examples of existing systems, such as
Tor, that are struggling to maintain levels of performance as
more users come on board. In a hypothetical world where
all network traffic is censorship resistant, existing systems
would not fare well.
Finally, we posit an ultimate censorship scenario where
an all powerful censor has control of all servers, traffic
channels, and has far reaching influence. Indeed this censor

D. Facilitation
Some systems only address specific challenges in censorship resistance and could be utilized to address the
shortcomings of the systems above.
Network information dissemination is a common challenge in censorship resistance systems, as it is hard to know
if we can trust that the recipient is a user and not the
censor. A censor can masquerade as an honest user to collect
information about all proxies, and block access to them all,
cutting censored users off from the outside world. Both
Feamster et al. [14] and Proximax [28] provide solutions
to mitigate this issue.
Feamster et al. utilize key space hopping as a means
of partitioning the proxy address space in a way that is
dependent on attributes of the user, in this case their IP
address. Thus, the adversary needs to masquerade as many
users in order to collect the values from the entire address
space. To further hinder the censor, proof of work and life
schemes, such as solving puzzles or captchas, are employed.
They introduce a hierarchy of a few trusted proxies and
many untrusted messenger nodes as a means of mitigating
proxy exposure. On the other hand, Proximax assigns trust
by measuring the safety of distribution channels. Each
channel (a user) is assigned a subset of proxy addresses,
which are polled for availability. Each channel is expected to
redistribute the available addresses to other as yet untrusted
users. If the proxies remain active then that channel is
to be trusted further, but if they become unavailable, or
unreachable, then the channel is not to be trusted and further
proxy information is not distributed through it.
While trust is a useful, yet difficult to measure, metric,
some systems depend on diversity to provide safety. Cloudbased onion routing [24] introduces cloud-based hosting as
a means to further enhance the diversity of the Tor network.
By involving a large number of service and infrastructure
providers, located in diverse jurisdictions, the level of diversity will increase and thus is will be unlikely that the
censor can pressure all the parties and also equally unlikely
that they would cut themselves off from so many Internet
destinations and services.
Sometimes the shortcomings are in the censorship systems
themselves. Clayton et al. observe that, circa 2006, the
Chinese censorship system utilized an easy-to-overcome
technique to block traffic to undesirable websites. TCP
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is not so far fetched; China has steadily been copying
popular parts of the Internet to 1) obviate the need for traffic
to leave the country and 2) to reduce the impact of collateral
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